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Wideband Cyclostationary Signal Processing Using
Sparse Subsets of Narrowband Subchannels
Chad M. Spooner, Senior Member, IEEE, Apurva N. Mody, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The problem of signal detection and modulation recognition is addressed in both the blind and
nonblind contexts. Many relevant modulation recognition algorithms have been created over the past three
decades. The essential engineering trade-off that fuels
the algorithm-invention process is between generality and
optimality. Optimal (for example, maximum-likelihood)
algorithms can be devised for narrow subsets of signal
types, whereas highly general but suboptimal featurebased algorithms can be devised for wide subsets of
types. It has previously been shown that cyclostationarybased classifiers possess highly desirable properties, such
as tolerance to noise and cochannel interference, but also
that they are computational costly and so are resistant
to real-time hardware implementation. In this paper, we
present a reduced-complexity method of signal detection
and modulation recognition that exploits the cyclostationarity of over-the-air observed communication signals. The
key idea is to represent wideband input data as a set
of narrowband, contiguous, nonoverlapping subchannels,
and then to extract the desired cyclostationary features
for the wideband data using only sparse subsets of the
subchannels.
Index Terms—Blind Modulation Recognition, Cyclostationary Signal Processing, Filterbank Channelizer, Spectral Correlation, Cyclic Cumulants, Tunneling, Spectrum
Sensing, Cognitive Radio

I. I NTRODUCTION
UTOMATIC and general radio-frequency
scene analysis (RFSA) is a type of signal
analysis that is traditionally associated with spectrum monitoring and surveillance. Like other kinds
of scene analysis—acoustic, dramatic, crime—the
ideal form of RFSA provides a comprehensive assessment of the scene, resulting in a description that
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contains all relevant details as well as higher-level
assessments. Recently RFSA has become important
in the commercial communications world as an
enabling technology for cognitive radio (CR) [3]–
[10].
A general RFSA algorithm must contend with
a wide variety of RF scenes, including the nominal case of a single weak primary-user (PU)
signal, as well as cases involving cochannel interference (CCI), signals of unknown type, and
signals impaired by transmitter imperfections and
propagation-channel conditions. Restricted versions
of the RFSA problem are amenable to mathematical optimization, such as when the universe of
signals comprising the scene is restricted to digital quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) with
square constellations. More general versions are
mathematically intractable and suboptimal featurebased algorithms are typically devised [11]. A class
of useful feature-based algorithms exploits signal
cyclostationarity (CS) because CS features are relatively insensitive to noise and CCI, and because
almost all communication signals exhibit the property [32]–[47].
A persistent drawback preventing widespread
adoption of blind CS-based RFSA systems is large
computational cost and large required system memory. The purpose of this paper is to describe a
new approach to CS-based RFSA in which the
computational cost is lowered sufficiently to permit implementation on hardware platforms such as
FPGAs. The key innovation is to apply a channelizing operation on the wideband (WB) input sample
stream before any cyclostationary signal processing
(CSP) algorithms are applied. The remainder of the
processing extracts the CS features for any signals
in the WB data but uses only operations on sparse
subsets of the channelizer outputs.
The novel contributions of this paper are (1) introduction of a mathematical framework that relates the
cyclostationarity of a spanning set of narrowband
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(NB) subchannels to the cyclostationarity of the
underlying WB signal, (2) a novel low-cost nonblind interference-tolerant detection algorithm for
signals with known CS properties, (3) introduction
of the cycle-frequency refinement technique of tolerating error in presumed known cycle frequencies,
(4) a novel low-cost interference-tolerant detection
algorithm for signals with unknown CS properties,
and (5) a novel low-cost modulation-recognition
algorithm for signals with unknown CS properties.
This framework and these algorithms are developed
to enable operation on a typical FPGA device (e.g.,
Virtex-6) where conventional CSP algorithms are
prohibitively costly in terms of computational cost
and required memory.
Material related to this paper was first published
in [18]. Since then, the authors have also been
awarded an international patent on this technology
[1]. In [18] the basic approach of using spanning
NB subchannels is presented, and the various component algorithms were described at a high level.
In the present paper the algorithms are described
in detail and their performance characterized by
key assessments involving a wide variety of captured and simulated signal types. Moreover, we
provide computational cost comparisons between
the developed algorithm and a CSP-based reference
algorithm suitable for FPGA implementation in
the present paper; no quantitative cost comparisons
were presented in [18].
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, we present the key RF scene
difficulties that foil almost all optimal and featurebased recognition systems: CCI and overly simple
signal models. Blind versus nonblind processing is
discussed and the utility of CS features is illustrated
with an example involving several captured signals, including ATSC-DTV, WCDMA, and CDMAEVDO. The computational costs and memory requirements are reviewed for efficient blind and
nonblind CSP estimators. Related work on energyefficient CSP is discussed in Section III. The CS
properties of over-the-air observed communications
signals are discussed in Section IV. The central
concept of the paper, WB-signal feature estimation
using only selected NB subchannels, is introduced
in Section V, where algorithms for nonblind and
blind RFSA are also presented. A reference algorithm for performance comparison is sketched in
Section VI. Section VII discusses the design param-
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eters of the tunneling approach and the boundary
conditions of this approach. Illustrative processing
examples and Monte Carlo performance evaluations
are presented in Section VIII. Expended-energy
comparisons between the reference algorithm and
the proposed algorithm are provided in Section IX,
and concluding remarks are made in Section X.
For the reader’s convenience we have listed in
Table I the abbreviations used throughout this paper.
TABLE I
A BBREVIATIONS USED IN
AM
ATSC
BPSK
BT
CC
CCI
CF
CR
CS
CSP
CSSCA
DFI
DSSS
DT
DTC
ED
FFT
FM
FPGA
FSM
GMSK
MCD
KT
LTI
MC
MAC
MCM
MSSA
NB
NC
NOMAC
OOS
PFFT
PI
PSK
PU
QAM
RA
RFSA
ROC
SC
SCF
SSCA
TSM
UT
WB

THIS PAPER .

Amplitude Modulation
Advanced Television Systems Committee
Binary PSK
Basic Tunneling
Cyclic Cumulant
Cochannel Interference
Cycle Frequency
Cognitive Radio
Cyclostationarity
Cyclostationary Signal Processing
Cross SSCA
Detected Frequency Interval
Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum
Dual Tunneling
Dual-Conjugate Tunneling
Energy Detection
Fast Fourier Transform
Frequency Modulation
Field Programmable Gate Array
Frequency-Smoothing Method
Gaussian Minimum-Shift Keying
Incoherent Multicycle Detector
Known Type
Linear Time-Invariant
Monte Carlo
Medium Access Control
Multi-Carrier Modulation
Multiple-Signal Scene Analyzer
Narrowband
Non-Conjugate
Modulated Signals with No MAC
Over-the-Air Observed Signals
Polyphase FFT
Prior Information
Phase-Shift Keying
Primary User
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
Reference Algorithm
Radio Frequency Scene Analysis
Receiver Operating Characteristic
Spectral Coherence
Spectral Correlation Function
Strip Spectral Correlation Analyzer
Time-Smoothing Method
Unknown Type
Wideband
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II. BACKGROUND

AND

M OTIVATION

In this section, we review the elements of the
RFSA problem that present the most difficulty to
the algorithm designer: CCI and inapplicable signal models. We then discuss blind and nonblind
processing, illustrate the potential efficacy of CS
features using observed signal data, and review the
computational costs of standard CSP estimators.
This paper provides no tutorial or review of the
basic parameters of CS. For definitions of and estimators for the spectral correlation function (SCF),
spectral coherence (SC), cyclic temporal moment
function, and cyclic temporal cumulant function (or
cyclic cumulant (CC)), see [43], [48], and [49].
A. Cochannel Signals
We define cochannel signals as two or more signals whose temporal and spectral support intervals
significantly overlap. In contrast, adjacent-channel
signals are defined as signals with no spectral overlap, and arbitrary temporal overlap. Inclusion of
temporal overlap is important because we wish the
definition to encompass all those processing situations for which simple signal-separation approaches
such as linear time-invariant (LTI) filtering and time
gating are ineffective.
B. Modulated Signals with No Medium Access Control or Framing (NOMAC)
A key issue in the context of CR spectrum sensing
and RFSA is the fidelity of the mathematical models
for the signals of interest. Simpler models can lead
to tractable optimization problems, whereas more
complex (realistic) models prohibit the solution of
optimization problems but can result in the identification of useful classification features. The majority
of published work on modulation recognition uses
a simple linear modulation model that encompasses
some subset of digital QAM, digital phase-shift
keying (PSK), frequency-shift keying, and staggered
digital QAM signals. The model almost always includes independent and identically distributed symbols (which rules out pilot sequences), and no
trace of an access mechanism—no framing, slotting, coding, hopping, etc. Such signal models are
what one encounters in standard communicationtheory textbooks, such as the excellent [56], and
are referred to herein as Modulated Signals with
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no Medium Access Control or Framing (NOMAC).
However, such NOMAC signals are rarely found in
practice.
The distinction between NOMAC signals and
the signals in actual use is important because the
two kinds of signals are typically quite different
statistically. That is, the CS of over-the-air observed
signals (OOS) is often much more complex (and
exploitable) than that of the NOMAC signals. This
topic is discussed more fully by the first author in
[39], which provides several captured-data examples.
The RFSA algorithm presented in this paper does
not ignore NOMAC signals. However, the main
focus of our paper is on OOS (LTE, WCDMA,
CDMA, ATSC, SATCOM etc.). Many of our simulation performance examples are based on such
signals.
C. Blind Versus Nonblind Processing
In a CR context, the CR spectrum sensor is
attempting to detect the presence of a PU signal
about which much is known in advance. For example, in the 802.22 context [9], the sensor tries to
detect the presence of ATSC-DTV [2] and wirelessmicrophone FM signals. Such signals adhere to
publicly available standards. When any information
about the signal to be detected is employed in the
detection process, we refer to the resulting detection
algorithm as nonblind. When no prior information
(PI) is used, the algorithm is blind. To attain a high
degree of energy efficiency and also high performance, we use as much PI as possible to diagnose
the RF scene. After performing such nonblind processing, the more expensive and error-prone blind
processing is applied. A substantial amount of processing energy can be saved by reserving the blind
processing for only those frequency intervals of the
WB input band for which no nonblind detection was
declared.
D. The Utility of CSP
CSP can be highly effective for RFSA because
different modulation formats produce different sets
of cycle frequencies (CFs). In some cases, the value
of the CF is itself valuable, as is the case for signals
arising from standards like WCDMA, CDMA, LTE,
and GSM. In other cases, it is the pattern of CFs
that allows signal classification. For example, all
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DSSS BPSK signals adhering to the conventional
model produce the same basic pattern of nonconjugate (NC) CFs: α = k/Tdata , with the strongest
SCF magnitude typically occurring for k = P ,
where P is the processing gain P = Tdata /Tchip ,
−1
−1
Tdata
is the data rate, and Tchip
is the chip rate.
Both of these aspects of CFs are exploited by the
RFSA algorithm described herein. To illustrate the
potential effectiveness of CSP using only captured
signals, consider the RF scene in Figure 1.
The 50-MHz-wide scene contains isolated ATSCDTV signals at ±12 MHz and three cochannel signals near midband (0 Hz): CDMA-EVDO,
WCDMA, and DSSS BPSK. The PSDs of the two
DTV signals are nearly enough to classify their
types, but the number and types of the signals
near midband are not estimable from the power
spectrum. However, all five signals produce distinct
CFs, some NC and some conjugate, and an RFSA
algorithm operating on these two two-dimensional
functions could detect and group the CFs, leading to
unambiguous detection and classification of all five
signals. The essential problem of this paper is the Fig. 1. Illustration of the spectral correlation feature separability for
a complex RF scene involving five captured signals.
large complexity of that process, which is costly
both in terms of computing the functions from
the input sample stream and in terms of the large
For the FSM, the required length of the Fourier
memory size needed to accommodate the vector transform depends on the data-block length N. The
multiplications and FFT operations used in standard TSM, on the other hand, uses a set of transforms
CSP estimators.
of length NT that is independent of the data block
length,
M1 −1
E. Computational and Storage Costs for Conven1 X
α
Ŝx (t, f ) =
I α (t−N/2+jNT , f )e−i2παjNT .
tional CSP
M1 j=0 x,NT
The key SCF estimation algorithms are the
(3)
frequency-smoothing method (FSM) [45], [49],
The TSM can be viewed as a generalization of the
time-smoothing method (TSM) [45], [49], and the
Bartlett spectrum estimator from stationary signal
strip spectral correlation analyzer (SSCA) [46], [47].
theory to CS theory. In the TSM, N = M1 NT . In
The FSM produces an estimate Ŝxα (t, f ) of the the FSM, we define M = ⌊N∆⌋.
2
SCF Sxα (f ) by smoothing the cyclic periodogram
Another
time-smoothing
method is the SSCA,
α
(CP) Ix,N
(t, f ),
which produces the following cross SCF estimate
Ŝ α (t, f ) = g (f ) ⊗ I α (t, f ),
(1) between x(t) and y(t),
CDMA−EVDO + WCDMA
+ DSSS BPSK

EVDO
Cycle
Freqs.

DSSS
BPSK
Cycle
Freqs.

ATSC−DTV

ATSC−DTV

WCDMA
Cycle
Freqs.

DSSS
BPSK
Cycle
Freqs.

x

∆

x,N

where α is a CF, g∆ (f ) is a smoothing kernel with
approximate width ∆, ⊗ denotes convolution, and
the CP is defined by
1
= XN (t, f +α/2)XN∗ (t, f −α/2), (2)
N
and XN (t, f ) is the Fourier transform of the data
block x(u) for u ∈ [t − N/2, t + N/2].
α
Ix,N
(t, f )

From
DTV at
+12 MHz

From
DTV at
−12 MHz

fk q∆α
Sxfk +q∆α (n,
−
)∆t =
2
2
X
XNchan (r, fk )y ∗(r)g(n − r)e−i2πqr/N , (4)
r

where Nchan is the size of a sliding Fourier transform that channelizes the data x(t), N is the datablock length, ∆α = 1/N is the CF resolution, and
∆t = N. The SSCA first channelizes the scalar
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FSM, Exhaustive
TSM, Exhaustive
SSCA
FSM, Single CF
TSM, Single CF

11

Total Number of Operations (log10)

input data with a relatively short FFT of length
Nchan , then multiplies each channelizer output by
the conjugated data y(t) and a tapering window g(t)
(typically rectangular), and finally Fourier transforms the result. In terms of conventional notation,
the frequency and CF parameters are related to
the SCF point estimate by f = (fk − q∆α)/2,
and α = fk + q∆α, where fk = kfs /Nchan ,
−Nchan /2 ≤ k ≤ Nchan /2 − 1 are the center points
of the channelizer output bands. Re-expressing this
parameterization leads to α = 2fk − 2f , so that the
point estimates for a single output Fourier transform lie along a line parallel to α = −2f in the
(f, α) plane, which is called a strip. In the SSCA,
we define M3 = N/Nchan . For the auto-SSCA,
y(t) = x(t).
The three estimators are easily generalized to
compute the conjugate SCF [48], [49].
The computational costs, in terms of complex
multiplications, are graphed in Figure 2. We conclude that the FSM and TSM are vastly less complex
than the SSCA in the case where the SCF is to
be estimated for one or a few CFs, but that the
SSCA is vastly less complex than the FSM and
TSM when exhaustive coverage of the f − α plane
is required. That is, the FSM and TSM are preferred
for nonblind situations, in which one or more CFs
are known in advance, and the SSCA is preferred
in the blind situation, where no PI can guide the
SCF estimation. The computational formulas for the
basic versions of the three algorithms are given by
[46], [47]
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Fig. 2. Computational counts for key SCF estimators.

estimates. For the FSM and SSCA, this, in turn, implies that the FFT lengths must get longer, requiring
ever more storage as SNR decreases. Fortunately,
the TSM does not suffer from this increasing memory requirement and is therefore the most suitable
for hardware implementation.
For a hardware implementation of an RFSA employing SCF estimators, it is preferable to use the
TSM for all nonblind operations, and the SSCA
using only relatively short data-block lengths for
blind operations. We show in this paper that by
combining front-end channelization, the TSM, and
the cross SSCA (CSSCA), we can achieve this goal
for a wide range of RFSA problems.

III. R ELATED WORK
There have been several attempts to significantly
reduce the computational and memory costs associated with CSP. In [57], the emphasis is on
low cost features and a hierarchical classification
CF SM = N log2 (N) + 2N 2 ,
(5) scheme. The first node in the classifier attempts
CT SM = N log2 (M) + 2N 2 ,
(6) to distinguish between all multicarrier modulations
CSSCA = NNchan (log2 (Nnchan ) + 1). (7) (MCM), such as all OFDM signals, and all singlecarrier modulations, such as QAM, PSK, and DSSS
and are plotted in Figure 2.
signals. This decision is based on a single number,
The memory costs for the FSM and SSCA are which is the fourth-order cumulant with two of the
dominated by the large required N-point FFTs, involved variables conjugated, or C4,2 as it is comwhereas for the TSM the memory cost is much monly known. This statistic has several drawbacks,
smaller since only small NT -point FFTs are com- including that it is severely intolerant to CCI. The
puted and accumulated. The variability of all the most serious problem, however, is that it appears
SCF estimates is inversely proportional to the to only work for simulated NOMAC signals. To
time-frequency resolution product [43], which is test the C4,2 statistic’s ability to distinguish between
∆t∆f ≈ Mi for the three cases, and also inversely {OFDM} and {DSSS, QAM, PSK}, we applied
proportional to SNR. This implies that for weak- the statistic to a set of OOS, including OFDM and
signal or interference-limited cases, we must either DSSS, as well as to a set of simulated NOMAC
increase the block size N, increase the frequency signals, including OFDM, DSSS, and QAM/PSK.
resolution, or increase both to obtain reliable SCF In all cases the inband SNR is greater than 20

Relative Freq. of Occurrence
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nel signals and is therefore called the multiple-signal
scene analyzer (MSSA). The MSSA is further analyzed and applied in [15], [23], [38], [39]. The key
idea in the MSSA is CC matching, in which sets of
nth-order CC magnitudes are blindly estimated from
the data and compared to stored sets of CCs. The
MSSA is compared to the tunnel-based algorithm
of this paper in Section VIII.
IV. C YCLOSTATIONARITY

0.1

1

C4,2

Fig. 3. Measured fourth-order cumulants for various captured and
simulated communication signals using a block length of 128 samples. The UCLA energy-efficient spectrum sensing algorithm of [57]
uses this cumulant to distinguish between multicarrier and singlecarrier signals.

dB. The results are summarized in Figure 3. The
statistic is unable to distinguish the two classes of
signals drawn from captured data sets, but is able to
distinguish OFDM from DSSS BPSK (but not from
single-carrier signals) for NOMAC simulated data.
In general, to perform blind RFSA, significantly
more degrees of freedom are needed in the feature
vector [36]–[38]. The CSP-based portions of the
algorithm in [57] are likely effective when applied
to suitable inputs, but we judged that a comparison
of our overall RFSA algorithm to [57] is not of
interest due to the performance of the MCM node.
In [19], the powerful concept of compressive
sampling is applied to CSP. A key assumption in
[19] is that the SCF is sparse in the CF dimension,
although this is not quantified. To ensure sparsity in
spite of this lack of quantifiability, the authors focus
on WB NOMAC BPSK with rectangular pulseshaping functions. Moreover, the cycle frequencies
equal to the bit rate harmonics and doubled-carrier
plus-and-minus the bit rate harmonics are ignored—
the signal is treated as if it were statistically similar
to amplitude modulation (AM) with a stationary
modulating message. This is highly unrealistic for
many OOS waveforms of interest, as is documented
in detail in [23], [39].
A general CSP-based signal detector and classifier is derived in [37]. The algorithm is suitable for
joint detection and classification of multiple cochan-
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OF

OOS

Most OOS combine one or more underlying
NOMAC signal types with an access mechanism,
resulting in a transmitted signal that is markedly different from the NOMAC type. For example, GSM
combines GMSK or 3π/8-D8PSK with a TDMA
access mechanism that includes eight user slots per
GSM frame and a per-slot training sequence midamble. The NOMAC GMSK signal type possesses
two cycle frequencies, but GSM possesses hundreds
more [23], [39]. LTE, WCDMA, CDMA-EVDO,
DVB-T and others behave similarly: they possess
several-to-many CFs that are much smaller than the
occupied signal bandwidth.
The case of captured 10-MHz LTE is illustrated in
Figure 4. The signal possesses some strong features
and many weak features, with CF values ranging
from below 1 kHz to nearly the signal bandwidth
of approximately 9 MHz. Many of the stronger features correspond to harmonics of 2 kHz. For these
CFs, the corresponding SCF has a width nearly
equal to the signal bandwidth. Therefore, the 4 kHz
feature can be detected by considering virtually any
pair of spectral components that are separated by 4
kHz. The entire signal bandwidth is not needed—
only one or more NB spectral component pairs. The
concept of exploiting a few such pairs, rather than
processing the full-rate data, is called tunneling.
Similar arguments hold for other WB signal types
[39], [23].
V. T UNNELING
The tunneling concept involves applying CSP to
a few sets of NB subchannels (tunnels) to estimate
the SCF or SC [18]. If the cost of channelization
together with the tunnel-based CSP is smaller than
the cost of full-rate processing, and the performance
of the associated detectors and classifiers is comparable, then tunneling is more efficient than full-rate
processing.
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hk (t)
Non−Conjugate CFs
Ranging From Very
Small to Nearly Equal
to Signal Bandwidth

X
z k (t)

x (t)
High−Rate
Input

Ideal BPF
Centered
at f k

fk

Nt

7

yk (k)
Low−Rate
Tunnels

Fig. 5. Conceptual block diagram for creation of ideal tunnels.

Prominent CFs
Are Equal to
Harmonics of
2 kHz

Small−CF Spectral
Correlation Detectable
Throughout 10−MHz
Frequency Range

Fig. 4. Illustration of the CS of LTE (OFDM). The signal possesses
a great many CFs that are orders of magnitude smaller than the signal
bandwidth.

system would, but using only a small fraction of
the Nt tunnels yk (t). An algorithmic approach to
this goal is shown in Figure 6. The high-rate input
signal is channelized to produce the parallel set of
NB tunnels, and per-tunnel energy detection (ED) is
applied to quickly find the strong signals. A simple
noise-floor estimation algorithm is applied during
production of the tunnel waveforms in the channelizer. The ED threshold is set 10 dB above the
noise-floor estimate. No attempt is made to optimize
this threshold; the idea is to reliably detect strong
signals and produce very few false alarms. The large
threshold also provides robustness to common nonflat noise-floor deviations such as tilts and ripples.
The ED step is followed by nonblind processing
which assesses the CS contained in the tunnels for
each of a number of known CFs. Nonblind processing is followed by blind processing, which is broken
into two steps. In the first step, the NC SC is applied
to a subset of the tunnels to detect the presence of
signal energy. The pattern of detected CFs across
the analysis band [−fs /2, fs /2) is then analyzed to
yield a set of detected frequency intervals (DFIs).
Finally, the tunnels comprising each DFI are jointly
processed to classify and characterize the signal(s)
residing in the DFI.

Let the complex-valued input data be denoted by
x(t), which is sampled at fs Hz. The number of subchannels, or tunnels, is Nt and each has bandwidth
Bt = fs /Nt . The tunnels yk (t) are sampled at Bt
Hz after downconversion to baseband, as indicated
in Figure 5. Let the kth tunnel yk (t) correspond to
center frequency fk . Ideal tunneling consists of the B. Creating Tunnels using Filterbank Channelizers
Our default channelizer is the polyphase FFT
equality
N
−1
t
(PFFT) filterbank [21]. The PFFT produces the Nt
X
x(t) =
zk (t)ei2πfk t ,
(8) tunnels at baseband, and is also used to spectrally
k=0
whiten the data prior to further processing. Whitenwhere yk (t) = zk (tNt ). That is, the zk (·) are high- ing is used in the front-end processing so that subserate low-pass subbands of the original data, and the quent SCF estimates are approximately equivalent to
yk (·) are low-rate low-pass versions of the zk (·). In coherence estimates. Coherence is preferred because
practice, a filterbank is used to perform the chan- it can be compared to a threshold that does not
nelization and the relation (8) holds approximately. depend on the noise-floor or signal-power values
[12].
A. A Tunnel-Based Multistage Comprehensive AlC. Nonblind Tunnel-Based Signal Detection
gorithm
The goal of the tunnel-based processing is to
The nonblind known-type (KT) signal detection
extract the same CS features as a full-rate CSP step exploits prior knowledge of key CFs to detect
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Fig. 6. Block diagram for a comprehensive signal-analysis system comprising both nonblind and blind elements.

Known−Type Detection: Basic Tunneling
the presence of standards-based signals such as
High−Rate
WCDMA. The method of computing the detection
Input Data
statistic depends on the relationship between the
known CFs {α} and the tunnel width Bt . For small
...
α< B
1
3
4
2
NC CFs α < Bt , the tunneling is referred to as
basic tunneling (BT), for large NC CFs α > Bt ,
Frequency
the tunneling is dual tunneling (DT), and for all
S3 B t
Bt
conjugate CFs, it is referred to as dual-conjugate
Tunnel
Locations
tunneling (DTC).
Find Spectral Correlation for Small Set of Cycle Frequencies
for Each Tunnel Separately
1) Basic Tunneling: Basic tunneling exploits NC
CFs, which must be smaller than Bt (Figure 7) For Fig. 7. Illustration of the KT detection method known as Basic
generic KT X, let the provided NC basic-tunneling Tunneling. S3 is a striding factor that specifies the number of tunnels
b
that are skipped between tunnel visits.
CFs be denoted by {αX,j }N
j=1 . Then the basictunneling SCF measure for some arbitrary tunnel
k is
"
#
Nb
where ∗ denotes elementwise vector multiplication
X
X
|ŜxαkX,j (f )| ,
(9) and ⊗ denotes convolution. Let the location of the
Yb,X (k) =
maximum be k̂, which is constrained to lie in the set
j=1
f
{1, 2, . . . , N
 t }. Then the
 center-frequency estimate
where the SCF estimate is obtained using the
ˆ
TSM. The basic-tunnel response Yb,X is the vec- is fc = fs k̂/Nt − 0.5 .
2) Dual Tunneling: It sometimes happens that
tor [Yb,X (1) Yb,X (2) . . . Yb,X (Nt )]. The ideal basictunnel response Ib,X is the basic-tunnel response the strongest features—that is, the slices of the
obtained when the estimates Ŝxαk (f ) are replaced SCF with the largest integrated magnitude over
by their ideal values Sxαk (f ). The BT statistic is f —correspond to CFs that are much larger than
an approximation to the maximum-likelihood-based the tunnel width Bt . These large CFs can also
be exploited using tunneling, but a more complex
incoherent multicycle detector [35].
The final step in BT is to convolve Yb,X with algorithm is needed.
A large CF α can be exploited by correlating
Ib,X , and to then find the maximum and its location
in the result. The maximum constitutes a decision pairs of tunnels separated by α (Figure 8). The comstatistic and its location is used to determine the plicating factor is that the channelization produces
center frequency for signal X. To save energy, we regularly spaced NB components with separations
compute only a subset of the Yb,X (k). Let the binary kfs /Nt = kBt . If α is not equal to kBt for some
Nt -vector S have a one in the kth position if tunnel integer k, then the SCF for α cannot be accurately
index k is used, else it is zero. Then for an arbitrary estimated by simple cross correlation involving two
selection of employed tunnels in BT, the decision of the NB Nt data streams, because that would
correspond only to a CF equal to kBt .
statistic is given by
The pairs of frequency components that we wish
Ybasic,X = max [Yb,X ∗ S] ⊗ Ib,X ,
(10) to correlate are contained in two separate tunnels,
t
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Known−Type Detection: Dual Tunneling
High−Rate
Input Data

α
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α > Bt
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the KT detection method known as Dual
Tunneling. S3 is a striding factor that specifies the number of tunnels
that are skipped between tunnel-pair visits.
Y1(f)

Spectral Content

High−Rate
Input Data

Y (f)
2

9

of tunnels and estimating the cross SCF for the
residual CF α0 .
For the kth tunnel index and KT X we define the
spectral correlation measurement
"
#
X
Yd,X (k) =
|Ŝxαk0,X
(11)
,xl (f )| .
f

where xk (t) is the kth tunnel, and Ŝxαk ,xl (f ) is the
cross SCF estimate between the tunnels k and l
obtained by a cross version of the TSM. If there
is no index l less than Nt for a given index k and
CF α, the dual-tunneling response for index k is
defined to be zero.
The single-CF dual-tunnel response is the collection of these measurements,

Tunnel 1

Yd,X = [Yd,X (1) Yd,X (2) . . . Yd,X (Nt )].

α
Tunnel 2
f1

f2

Frequency

Low−Rate
Tunnels
X (f)

X1(f)

2

α0

Frequency

Fig. 9. Illustration of spectral components and tunnels found in dual
tunneling.

and the index of the second tunnel is computable
given the index of the first tunnel and the CF. Once
the two tunnels are identified, then a cross SCF
analysis can be performed to estimate the desired
SCF. The remaining variable is the CF to use in the
cross SCF analysis.
Suppose we have two tunnel indices k and l such
that the set of frequencies corresponding to tunnel k
is Fk and those for tunnel l are Fl . Further, suppose
there is at least one frequency fk ∈ Fk and at least
one frequency gl ∈ Fl such that |fk − gl | = α.
We seek the correlation between the frequency
components with frequencies fk and gl , which can
be computed by the spectral correlation between
tunnels k and l (l ≥ k) at CF α0 = α − (bl − bk ),
where bl and bk are the center frequencies for
tunnels l and k, respectively (Figure 9).
Therefore, we may use tunnels to estimate the
SCF for arbitrary CFs by picking the correct pairs

(12)

To obtain the multiple-CF dual-tunnel response,
each single-CF response is first circularly shifted
by an amount equivalent to α/2, and then these
responses are added together. This shifting preserves
the relationship between the response function and
the physical frequencies involved in the tunnels.
The ideal dual-tunnel response Id,X is the dualtunnel response with T → ∞. As in BT, we can
elect to compute only some of the elements of Yd,X .
The binary vector S selects which of the elements
are computed. The final dual-tunneling statistic is
then
Ydual,X = max[Yd,X ∗ S] ⊗ Id,X .
(13)
3) Dual-Conjugate Tunneling: In some important cases, a WB signal type cannot be successfully
detected by either BT or DT because it does not
possess significant NC CFs. Instead, it possesses
only strong conjugate CFs. (An example is ATSC
DTV [39].)
Conjugate CFs typically involve the carrier (center) frequency of the signal as well as a modulation
rate, such as a chip rate or symbol rate. Therefore,
prior knowledge of a conjugate CF amounts to prior
knowledge of both the carrier frequency and one or
more modulation rates.
The dual-conjugate tunneling concept is illustrated in Figure 10. Unlike the basic- and dualtunneling algorithms, the DTC algorithm does not
employ tunnel striding. Instead, it computes SCF
estimates for a few tunnel pairs corresponding to
spectral frequencies near zero.
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Known−Type Detection: Dual−Conjugate Tunneling
High−Rate
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Process Small
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Ydc,X (k) =

"
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Fig. 10. Illustration of the known-type detection method known as
Dual Conjugate Tunneling.

The DTC algorithm exploits the conjugate SCF,
which correlates X∆t (t, f + α/2) with X∆t (t, α/2 −
f )∗ ,

10

f

α
|Ŝxk0,X
,x∗l (f )|

#

,

(15)

where the SCF estimate is obtained using a cross
version of the TSM. The correlations are computed
dc
for all k in the set {k0 + j}N
j=−Ndc , resulting in the
vector of measured spectral correlation values given
by
Ydc,X = [Ydc,X (k0 − Ndc ) Ydc,X (k0 − Ndc + 1)
. . . Ydc,X (k0 ) . . . Ydc,X (k0 + Ndc )]. (16)
This vector is the dual-conjugate tunnel response,
and the ideal dual-conjugate tunnel response is
the response for T → ∞. The decision statistic
is simply the maximum value of the convolution
between the dual-conjugate response and its ideal
version.
4) Cycle-Frequency Refinement: The KT signal
detection approach adopted here will be effective if
the sets of CFs assigned to each KT signal are actually exhibited by the transmitted signals. However,
in practice, the assigned CFs can be different from
the CFs exhibited by actual signals due to clockfrequency errors at the transmitter and/or at the
receiver. Moreover, conjugate CFs are shifted by the
Doppler effect. Other authors consider this potential
CF mismatch to be fatal to CSP-based detection
methods [14], [13], however, it is remedied by
searching for a strong feature over CFs very near
the assigned CF. This searching process results in
a slight on-the-fly refinement of the CFs used for
detection, and so is referred to as CF refinement.
All known-type detection results and algorithmic
cost estimates in this paper take into account CF
refinement. Ten CFs near the putative known CF
are included in every known-type TSM estimation.
5) Signal Presence Detection: Most signal types
will yield a substantial tunnel response for only
one of basic or dual tunneling, and dual-conjugate
tunneling is used only when there is no other choice,
as in the case of ATSC-DTV. In this research, we
viewed each of the three distinct tunnel-based KT
detectors as separate, and declare a signal is present
if any one of them produces an output that exceeds
an empirically determined threshold.

α
Ŝxx
∗ (f ) = hX∆t (t, f + α/2)X∆t (t, α/2 − f )i .
(14)
For f = 0, this amounts to correlating X∆t (t, α/2)
∗
with X∆t
(t, α/2), the conjugated version of itself.
As f is increased, the involved NB spectral components move away from zero symmetrically, as shown
in Figure 10. Because of this, all signals exhibiting
conjugate spectral correlation have conjugate SCFs
that are centered at f = 0.
Let the conjugate CF for KT X be denoted by
α, and suppose the total number of tunnel pairs to
consider is 2Ndc + 1 (≪ Nt ). In practice, we are
using shifted tunnels X(t, f ) and X(t, α − f ), so
we seek tunnel pairs symmetric around the tunnel
corresponding to f = −α/2 instead of f = 0. This
center-point tunnel will have index k0 .
For any tunnel index k, we first find the index
l for the tunnel that will be used to estimate the
conjugate SCF. In dual tunneling, k and l were
simply two tunnel indices whose center frequencies
differed by approximately the cycle frequency of
interest α. In DTC, the sum of the two tunnel centers
is approximately equal to the CF. That is, suppose
we have tunnel indices k and l such that there
exists at least one frequency fk in tunnel k and one
frequency gl in tunnel l such that fk + gl = α. Then
we can estimate the conjugate SCF by estimating
the cross conjugate SCF for tunnels k and l using
residual CF α0 given by α0 = α − (bl + bk ), where
bl and bl are the center frequencies for tunnels l and
D. Blind Tunnel-Based Signal Detection
k.
Once the KT signals are detected, and their center
For dual-conjugate tunnel-pair indices k and l,
and KT X, we compute the following integrated frequencies estimated, the spectral intervals over
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which they reside can be estimated. To complete
RFSA, the remaining portions of the input band can
be examined for the presence of signals of unknown
type (UT). Here unknown type is relative to the
catalog of signal types known to the KT processor.
The key concept is that the unknown signal types
will exhibit at least one CF that is smaller than
the tunnel bandwidth Bt . An exhaustive blind SCF
estimator, the SSCA, is applied to a sparse set of
tunnels that cover (span) the input-data bandwidth
to obtain a list of detected NC CFs for each visited
tunnel. This set of lists is then processed to estimate
the frequency intervals (DFIs) over which signal
energy is present.
E. Blind Tunnel-Based Signal Classification
If the blind detection step produces at least one
DFI, the blind signal classification subalgorithm is
invoked. This algorithm aims to blindly classify and
characterize the signals residing in the DFIs. To
perform this task, the full set of CFs for each DFI
must be estimated using only the NB tunnels. Such
processing requires application of the SSCA to a
minimal set of tunnel pairs.
1) Blind Exhaustive Cycle-Frequency Estimation: The entire SCF for any particular DFI can be
obtained by processing only the set of spanning tunnels (see Appendix A). This is done by estimating
the SCF for each tunnel as well as all cross SCFs for
each pair of tunnels. Typically each CF will appear
in multiple cross and auto SCF estimates, so that
obtaining the full set of CFs for the DFI requires
processing some minimal set of tunnel pairs. The
blind exhaustive CF estimator processes a specified
set of tunnels and tunnel pairs, and provides as
nc
output a list of four-tuples Lnc = {fj , aj , cj , sj }Jj=1
Jc
for the NC SCF and a list Lc = {Fj , Aj , Cj , Sj }j=1
for the conjugate SCF. All subsequent parameter
estimation and signal classification is performed by
processing these lists.
2) Level-0 Processing: Known Cycle Frequencies: In Level-0 processing, the obtained lists are
examined for the presence of known CFs. This is
similar to the KT detection in that PI for signals
of interest is used. However, the CF comparison
is computationally inexpensive, so that the number
of KT CFs that can be examined is much larger
here. The Level-0 processing serves two purposes:
(1) detecting KT signals that were missed in the KT
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Fig. 11. Schematic illustration of various CF patterns.

stage, and (2) expanding the number of KT signal
types.
3) Level-1 Processing: Cycle Frequency Pattern
Detection: In the next stage of processing, the lists
Lnc and Lc are processed to find one or more CF
groups. Modulated signals exhibit sets of CFs that
have recognizable patterns, such as those shown in
Figure 11. A grouping algorithm was designed to
automatically and blindly extract patterns such as
these. If a pattern is detected, it can be processed
to determine key signal parameters of interest, such
as symbol rate, chip rate, and carrier frequency.
4) Level-2 Processing: Second- and HigherOrder Feature Classification: Second-order statistics are insufficient to unambiguously classify NOMAC digital QAM, PSK, and CPM signals, since
they have identical SCFs. When such a CF pattern is detected (upper left corner in Figure 11),
the algorithm suite employs higher-order CCs to
classify the modulation type. We have developed a
method for estimating higher-order cyclic moments
and cumulants using only operations on the DFIspanning tunnels called the cyclic moment phase
However, the classification method is highly sensitive to distortions in the front-end channelizer as
well as signal distortions introduced by spectral
whitening, and its performance is not included in
this paper.
VI. A R EFERENCE A LGORITHM
A reference KT detection algorithm must perform
KT signal detection using the same information as
that supplied to the KT algorithm in Section V-C.
That information consists of a small set of CFs
and the corresponding SCFs. Unlike the developed
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tunneling algorithm, the reference algorithm (RA) reference algorithm will use the TSM and restrict
cannot take advantage of channelization (tunneling). the search to CFs less than Bt .
Finally, the MSSA of [37] is used in its nonblind
An excellent choice for the RA is the incoherent
multicycle detector (MCD) [35], which makes near- mode as a further RA.
optimum use of the provided CF and SCF information. The MCD statistic is given by
VII. B OUNDARY C ONDITIONS FOR THE
T UNNELING A PPROACH
X X
α
α
∗
As discussed in the previous section, tunneling is
(17)
Ŝx (f )Ss (f ) ,
YM CD =
a useful approach for low-energy spectrum sensing.
f
α∈A
The reduction in energy consumption is obtained by
where Ssα (f ) is the ideal (theoretical) SCF, Ŝxα (f )
processing sparse subsets of narrow-band channels
is a measured SCF, α is a CF, and A is a small set
(e. g. 200 kHz tunnel instead of 10 MHz for LTE).
of CFs specific to the signal of interest s(t).
This is carried out by detecting the CFs correspondThe MCD statistic works well when the center
ing to slow moving features (for example the 0.5 ms
frequency of the signal is known. This permits
sub-frame rate corresponding to a 2 kHz CF). This
the estimated and ideal SCFs in (17) to align in
means that one can potentially detect the signal at
frequency. However, tunnel-based KT processing
substantially lower cost by processing a sparse subdoes not know the center frequency of the signal
set of the band to be analyzed. For an LTE signal,
in advance and must estimate this parameter along
assuming that each tunnel is approximately 200 kHz
with detecting the presence of the signal. Therefore,
wide, this results in a 50-fold reduction in consumed
we use the hopped incoherent multicycle detector
energy.
#
"
X X
In practice however, it is difficult to always
Ŝxα (f )Ssα (f − f0 )∗ ,
YHM CD = max
obtain
such large reduction in energy consumption
f0 ∈F
α∈A
f
while maintaining fairly large probability of signal
(18)
detection. The probability of signal detection may
and the value of f0 that achieves the maximum is
suffer when the tunnel-striding parameter S3 (see
used as a carrier-frequency estimate.
Figures 7 and 8) is large and the signal bandwidth
Due to the assumed hardware constraints, the
is small. For example, the GSM signals are roughly
reference-algorithm SCF cannot be estimated us200 kHz wide. If the tunnel-striding parameter is
ing the FSM, because it would require long FFTs
4 (only every fourth tunnel is considered) and the
whenever the desired processing length is long, as
tunnel-width is 200 kHz, then there is a large
it is whenever the inband SNR is low. Instead, it is
probability that the signal will be missed. Similarly,
estimated using the TSM which can accommodate
the tunneling approach performs poorly against frearbitrarily long sensing times using only short FFTs
quency hopping signals since the tunnel locations
and an accumulator.
and widths are in general fixed.
DFI detection is blind; it is not provided any PI
Hence, the choice of parameters for the tunneling
on the signal environment. The RA must also be
approach is determined by the types of signals
blind and is subject to the same hardware constraints
that are likely to be found in the observations,
as are adopted in the tunneling algorithm suite.
probability of detection Pd vs probability of miss
The RA exhaustively searches the incoming highPm vs probability of false alarm PF A and, finally,
rate data for the presence of NC CS. Due to the
the available computational resources.
hardware constraints, it cannot do this using the
Table II provides some insight into the design paSSCA, because low-SNR conditions would then
rameters and boundary conditions for the tunneling
require large strip FFTs in that algorithm. The TSM
approach.
can accommodate any desired data length using only
short FFTs and an accumulation operation. Since
VIII. P ERFORMANCE
the tunnel-based DFI algorithm looks for NC CFs
In this section, we provide illustrative and Monte
that are less than the tunnel bandwidth Bt = fs /Nt
in magnitude, the RA will also search only for Carlo (MC) performance examples that use OOS
cycle frequencies in the range (0, Bt ]. Therefore the whenever possible.
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TABLE II
D ESIGN PARAMETERS THAT D ETERMINE THE B OUNDARY
C ONDITIONS FOR THE T UNNELING A PPROACH .
Parameter
Bt
S3
∆t
∆f
∆t∆f

Description
Tunnel
Bandwidth
Striding
Factor
Sensing
Time
Tunnel FFT
Bin Size
Time-Frequency
Resolution

Label
CDMA
LTE 10 MHz
GSM
WCDMA
DSSS 10 MHz
DSSS 12.5 MHz
DSSS 20 MHz
WiMAX FUSC
WiMAX OFUSC
WiMAX PUSC
FH/DSSS Fast
FH/DSSS Slow
Sat. Radio
LTE 5 MHz
CDMA EVDO
Bluetooth
DVB-T
TV Band 1
TV Band 2

Performance Impacts
Larger: Poor CCI performance
Smaller: Increases Pmiss
Larger: Increases Pmiss
Smaller: Needs more energy
Larger: Increases Pd
Smaller: Decreases Pd
Larger: Poor resolution
Smaller: Needs more energy
Must be ≫ 1 for good
Pd , Pf a tradeoff

Type
CDMA 2000
LTE
TDMA
UMTS
BPSK (Sim)
QPSK (Sim)
BPSK (Sim)
DL (Sim)
DL (Sim)
DL (Sim)
Hopper (Sim)
Hopper (Sim)
Sirius/XM
LTE
CDMA
FH/PSK
Broadcast TV
Unknown
Unknown

Dominant CFs (MHz)
1.25, 1.2288, 2.5
0.032,0.040,0.042
0.01733,0.20,0.2708
0.015, 0.12, 3.84
0.0391, 10.0
0.0245, 12.5
0.0196,20.0
0.536
0.0992
0.784
0.0281
0.619
2.53
0.004, 0.008, 0.10
1.23, 2.46, 3.69
1.0
0.054
0.383,0.778,1.556
0.0191,1.662

TABLE III
K NOWN - TYPE SIGNALS USED IN S TAGE 3

PROCESSING .

A. Known-Type Detection: Comparison with References
The first example compares the detection and
false-alarm performance for KT detection using
the tunnel-based, reference, and MSSA algorithms.
Over the air observed CDMA-EVDO and WCDMA
signals are used1 . For the tunnel-based and reference
algorithms, the suite of known signal types are
defined in Table III. Each known type is defined
by one or more CFs.
In each MC trial, a random segment is extracted
from a long OOS data file. The data samples are
captured using a Tektronix RF Hawk signal analyer,
which provides analog data at an intermediate frequency (IF) of 140 MHz, followed by a MaCOM
1

The data can be obtained at the link in [58].

Parameter
Sample Rate
File Length (T )
Block Lengths (Tb )
Tunnel BW (Bt )
Number of Trials
WCDMA SNRs
WCDMA CFs
WCDMA Basic/Dual Stride
EVDO SNRs
EVDO CFs
EVDO Basic/Dual Stride

13

Value
50 MHz
5.4 sec
21, 42, 84, 168 ms
200 kHz (Nt = 256)
⌊T /Tb ⌋
5, 10, 15, 20 dB
15, 30, 120 kHz; 3.84 MHz
16/2
2, 7, 12, 17 dB
1.23, 2.46, 3.69 MHz
32/16

TABLE IV
M ONTE -C ARLO EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS FOR KNOWN - TYPE
DETECTION OF COLLECTED WCDMA AND CDMA-EVDO
SIGNALS .

downconverter, which shifts the data to an IF of
25 MHz, followed by a GE IP 1572 ADC sampler.
Several segment lengths and SNRs are used in the
MC experiment to allow presentation of probabilities that subsume several meaningful operational
scenarios (see Table IV).
Receiver operating characteristics (ROCs) for the
KT experiment are shown in Figures 12 and 13.
Figure 12 shows the probabilities for the full experiment together with the RA (MCD) and the MSSA.
The missed detections and the false alarms arise
predominantly from the shortest block length (21
ms), as illustrated in Figure 13, which shows the
probabilities for only the three largest block lengths.
Evidently, the performances of the tunnel-based,
reference, and MSSA algorithms are similar.
B. Known-Type Detection: Low SINR Cochannel
Example
To illustrate the ability of the tunnel-based CSPexploiting algorithm to detect multiple co-channel
signals at low SINR, consider the case of five OOS
signals that are shifted to a common center frequency and then added together. The resultant PSD
is shown in Figure 14. The KT detection algorithm
is applied to this scenario using a block length
of 168 ms. The signals have equal average power
levels, so that each experiences an SINR of about
-6 dB. The red text in the figure shows the detected
signals using the tunnel-based KT algorithm. The
basic/dual stride factors are as follows: LTE 4/4,
WCDMA 16/2, EVDO 8/8, CDMA 8/1. A total
of nine tunnels are visited in the DTC algorithm
for ATSC DTV. The tunnel responses are shown in
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ROCs for Non-Blind Processing
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Fig. 12. ROCs for known-type processing. These ROCS correspond
to averages over four different block lengths and several SNR values.
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Fig. 13. ROCs for known-type processing. These ROCS omit the
results for the shortest block length.
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Fig. 14. Known-type detector output for an RF scene containing
multiple cochannel over the air observed (OOS) signals: ATSC-DTV,
CDMA EVDO, LTE, WCDMA, and CDMA. The red text indicates
the decisions (CDMA is missed).

for the simulation. All signals employ independent
and identically distributed data symbols. The results
are summarized in Figure 16. For the low inband
SNRs, the front-end ED processing stage will fail to
detect the signals or will underestimate their bandwidth, leading to feature-extraction failure. However, the tunnel-based blind CSP detection step
reliably detects the WB DSSS signals starting at
about -10 dB due to their rather rich CS feature sets.
The strided tunnel-based algorithm cannot detect the
relatively NB PSK/QAM signals, however, due to
the small tunnel bandwidth value of Bt = 200 kHz
and tunnel-striding factor of four. Therefore, the NB
PSK/QAM signals are not well detected until their
SNR permits ED at around 3 dB.
IX. E NERGY C OMPARISON

In this section, we evaluate the potential energy
savings obtained by using the tunnelized CSP algorithms as opposed to the nontunnelized RAs.
Expended energy is measured by counting complex
C. Unknown-Type Detection and Classification
multiplications, which neglects memory-access enIn this section, we present a performance example ergy. However, the tunnel-based CSP algorithms are
for blind signal detection and classification using designed to avoid accessing off-chip memory by
Level-1 processing. The experiment uses synthetic ensuring all data vectors are sufficiently short.
The computational counts are performed for four
NOMAC DSSS BPSK, DSSS QPSK, BPSK, QPSK,
and MSK signals. Table V provides the parameters scenarios in Figure 17. The first scenario involves
Figure 15. The data file for this example can be
obtained from the link in [58].
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Basic-Tunnel Response

Parameter
Sample Rate
Tunnel BW (Bt )
Block Length (Tb )
Number of Trials
DFI Stride Factor
PSK/QAM BWs
PSK/QAM Pulse
PSK/QAM SRRC Roll-Off
PSK/QAM SNRs
PSK/QAM per Trial
DSSS BW
DSSS SNRs
DSSS Pulse
DSSS SRRC Roll-Off
DSSS Tdata /Tchip
WB DSSS BW
WB DSSS SNRs
WB DSSS Pulse
WB DSSS SRRC Roll-Off
WB DSSS Tdata /Tchip

CDMA
LTE 10MHz
GSM
WCDMA
DSSS 10MHz
DSSS 12.5MHz
DSSS 20MHz
WiMAX FUSC
WiMAX OFUSC
WiMAX PUSC
FH/DSSS Fast
FH/DSSS Slow
Sat. Radio
LTE 5MHz
CDMA EVDO
Bluetooth
DVB-T
TV Band 1
TV Band 2

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-20

-10

0

10

20

Frequency (MHz)

0.35

Dual-Tunnel Response

0.3
0.25
0.2

15

Value
50 MHz
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TABLE V
M ONTE -C ARLO EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS FOR BLIND
DETECTION OF SYNTHETIC DSSS AND PSK SIGNALS .
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Fig. 15. Known-type tunnel responses for the RF scene shown in
Figure 14. The responses are significant for each signal that is present,
as well as the 5-MHz LTE signal, but are insignificant (well below
threshold) for all the other known types. 5-MHz and 10-MHz LTE
share CFs, and so their tunnel responses are large when either signal
is present. Internal logic distinguishes between the two depending on
the tunnel-response width.
Classification by Cycle-Frequency Pattern Recognition
1

Prob. Detection and Correct Classification
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Fig. 16. Detection and classification performance for unknown-type
signals using CF pattern recognition. The performance for the NB
BPSK, QPSK, and MSK signals is poor for low SNR because the
signals are missed by the energy-detection and strided unknown-type
detection steps.

a 1-MHz wide signal in a 50-MHz analysis band.
The counts for channelization, spectral whitening,
and ED are combined into algorithm stage one,
and these counts are independent of the scenario.
Moreover, they are the same between the tunnelbased algorithm and the RA. However, the RA does
not make use of tunnels in the subsequent algorithm
stages. The KT stage has scenario-independent costs
as well. We assume 22 known types, each with its
own optimized tunnel-striding factor. The average
cost savings is larger than a factor of ten. The UT
blind detection stage also has scenario-independent
costs, and here the tunnel-based algorithm is vastly
less costly than the reference due to the RA’s forced
use of the TSM operating at the full 50-MHz input
rate. Similarly, the UT classification cost for the
tunnel-based algorithm is much less than for the
reference due to the use of tunnels and the cyclic
moment phase.
The second scenario assumes a single 10-MHz
UT signal, the third three 15-MHz UT signals,
and the fourth 100 50-kHz UT signals that require
higher-order statistics to provide unambiguous modulation decisions (QAM/PSK signals). There is little
benefit to tunneling for the last scenario, which is
consistent with the design goals of the tunnel-based
algorithm: low-cost detection and classification of
wideband feature-rich signal types. The largest ben-
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Algorithm Cost Comparison

9

7

log 10 (MOPs)

Consider a provided high-rate complex-valued
signal y(t). The NC SCF for this signal is found
by correlating the NB spectral components of y(t)
for all possible pairs of components,

Single 1-MHz DFI, Tunnel-Based CSP
Single 1-MHz DFI, Reference CSP
Single 10-MHz DFI, Tunnel-Based CSP
Single 10-MHz DFI, Reference CSP
Three 15-MHz DFIs, Tunnel-Based CSP
Three 15-MHz DFIs, Reference CSP
100 50-kHz QAM/PSK DFIs, Tunnel-Based CSP
100 50-kHz QAM/PSKDFIs, Reference CSP

8

16

6

Ŝyα0 (f0 ) = hYT (t, f0 + α0 /2)YT∗ (t, f0 − α0 /2)it ,

5
4
3
2
1
1

2

3

4

Algorithm Stage

Fig. 17. Computational counts for the proposed tunnel-based CSP
and reference algorithms. The initial high cost of the front-end
channelization results in a large computational savings for the blind
signal detection and classification stages. (See Figure 6 for stage
definitions.)

where YT (t, f ) is the complex envelope of the
spectral components in y(t) centered at frequency
f and with width 1/T . Now suppose that we are
given N relatively wide (≫ 1/T ) channels of y(t)
to work with, and that these channels have been
downconverted to complex baseband (see Figure 5).
We can perform a cross-SCF analysis of the two
channels x1 (t) and x2 (t) to determine significant
cycle frequencies (CFs). We would then like to
relate these cross CFs to the auto CFs for y(t). The
cross cyclic spectral analysis for x1 (t) and x2 (t) is
∗
Ŝxα1∗x2 (f∗ ) = X1,T (t, f∗ + α∗ /2)X2,T
(t, f∗ − α∗ /2) t .

efit accrues for the case of the three 15-MHz signals,
Now, the downconverted channel data is related
where the cost difference between the two UT stages to the original data by
is approximately 105 operations.
X1,T (t, f∗ + α∗ /2) = YT (t, f∗ − f1 + α∗ /2)
X2,T (t, f∗ − α∗ /2) = YT (t, f∗ − f2 − α∗ /2)
X. C ONCLUSIONS
The use of cyclostationary signal processing techniques to perform blind and nonblind signal detection, classification, and parameter estimation has
been a subject of active research for the past two
decades. Many capable interference-tolerant algorithmic approaches have been proposed. A serious
drawback to these algorithms is their high computational cost, especially for blind processing, in which
various multi-dimensional feature searches must be
performed. In this paper, we have proposed a general algorithmic framework for greatly reducing the
overall computational cost—and therefore the expended energy in a circuit implementation—that is
especially attractive for the case of processing overthe-air observed wideband communication signals.

so that
Ŝxα1∗x2 (f∗ ) = hYT (t, f∗ − f1 + α∗ /2)
× YT∗ (t, f∗ − f2 − α∗ /2)it .
To find the CF for y(t) that corresponds to α∗ for the
cross analysis of (x1 (t), x2 (t)), we force the desired
form:
f∗ − f1 + α∗ /2 = f0 + α0 /2
f∗ − f2 − α∗ /2 = f0 − α0 /2

which leads to α0 = f2 − f1 + α∗ and f0 =
f∗ + (f2 − f1 )/2. Therefore, for each detected CF
α∗ in the cross analysis of the complex-envelope
channels (xj (t), xk (t)), we add the separation between the two channels’ center frequencies to obtain
the corresponding CF for y(t), and we add the
A PPENDIX A
midpoint of the channels’ center frequencies to the
W IDEBAND SCF E STIMATION U SING O NLY
cross-analysis frequency f∗ to obtain the full-rate
T UNNELS
frequency f0 .
The full NC and conjugate SCFs for arbitrary WB
A benefit of using the complex-envelope channels
data can be estimated by operating only on the set xk (t) is that they may be decimated by an amount
of NB channelizer outputs for the data provided that equal to the ratio of the channel width to the
the outputs are orthogonal and completely cover the bandwidth of y(t), which is equal to Nt . In this
data bandwidth.
case, then, each detected CF from a cross analysis
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of the decimated signals zk (t) = xk (t ∗ Nt ) is first
divided by Nt , α0 = f2 − f1 + α∗ /Nt .
For the conjugate SCF, we start with the basic
relation
β0
Ŝyy
∗ (f ) = hYT (t, f + β0 /2)YT (t, β0 /2 − f )it .

This leads to the following expression relating the
conjugate CFs of the channels to those for the
original signal, β0 = f2 + f1 + β∗ /Nt .
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